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A subset of a poset is a k-family if there is no chain consisting of k+1 of
its elements. A subset of a ranked poset consisting of pi elements of rank i,
i=0, 1, ..., R is said to have profile p0 , p1 , ..., pR . A characterization is given for
profiles of k-families in additive Macaulay posets.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let P=(S, ) denote a ranked partially ordered set (poset) [1, p. 14]
consisting of the elements of a set S on which is defined a partial order .
The set of all subsets of a finite set partially ordered by setwise inclusion
is a familiar example, the rank of a subset being its cardinality.
We will use Pl to denote the lth rank of P, that is the subset of P (more
properly the subset of S) consisting of all elements of rank l. We will
assume that |Pl | is finite.
If x and y are elements of P and yx but y{x we write y/x. If y/x
and y/z/x for no z # P, then x is said to cover y. The shadow of x,
denoted 2x, is the set of all elements (in P) covered by x and the shadow
2H of a subset H of Pl is the union of the shadows of its elements. We will
always assume that if l>0 and Pl{<, then 2Pl=Pl&1.
A ranked poset P is a Macaulay poset if there is a linear order O for P,
called the Macaulay order, such that
2F( |H |, Pl)F( |2H |, 2Pl)=F( |2H |, Pl&1) (1)
for any subset H of any rank Pl , where for subsets H of P, F(m, H )
denotes the first m elements of H in the Macaulay order.
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It is not difficult to check [16] that the condition (1) is equivalent to
|2F( |H |, Pl)||2H | (2)
and
2F( |H |, Pl)=F( |2F( |H | , Pl)|, Pl&1) (3)
holding for any subset H of any rank Pl . Thus the above definition of a
Macaulay poset is more restrictive than the definition proposed in [10]
which required only (2). We will henceforth refer to posets for which there
is a linear order satisfying (2) as being weakly Macaulay.
The posets L(2, 2) and L(2, 3) are respectively Macaulay and weakly
Macaulay but not Macaulay, where L(m, n) denotes the poset of all
n-tuples x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) of non-negative integers satisfying x1
x2 } } } xnm partially ordered by defining xy if xi yi , i=1, 2, ..., n.
The rank of an element x of L(m, n) is |[i | xi=m]|. One can check [12]
that L(5, 3) is not weakly Macaulay.
Subsets of a rank in a Macaulay poset are called segments if they consist
of elements which are consecutive in Macaulay order. They are called
initial ( final) segments if they consist of the first (last) several elements of
the rank. For HPl , F( |H |, Pl)=C(H ) is called the compression of A.
Thus (2) may be written 2C(H )C(2H ) and (3) means that shadows of
initial segments are initial segments.
If E is a segment of Pl and D is the initial segment consisting of all
elements in Pl which precede the elements of E in Macaulay order, then
2new E#2E&2D
might be called the penumbra of E since it consists of elements in the
shadow of E which are not in the shadow of D. A Macaulay poset is said
to be additive if for any selection I, C, F of segments of common rank and
cardinality, where I and F are respectively initial and final segments,
|2new I ||2new C ||2newF |.
The origin of the term ‘‘additive’’ is as follows. If E is the m2-element
segment of Pl consisting of the i th element of Pl in Macaulay order,
i=m1+1, m1+2, ..., m1+m2 , then
|2newE |=|2F(m1+m2 , Pl)|&|2F(m1 , Pl)||2F(m2 , Pl)|
or
|2F(m1+m2 , Pl)||2F(m1 , Pl)|+|2F(m2 , Pl)|.
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This property of the function |2F( } , Pl)| is referred to as subadditivity [4].
Engel [16] develops a property equivalent to additivity which he calls
little-submodularity.
There are many important examples of additive Macaulay posets. For
example, let k1 , k2 , ..., kn denote positive integers satisfying k1
k2 } } } kn and let Mn and S(k1 , k2 , ..., kn) denote the set of all n-tuples
x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) of integers satisfying respectively 0xi<, i=
1, 2, ..., k and 0xiki , i=1, 2, ..., n. With Mn and S(k1 , k2 , ..., kn) par-
tially ordered by defining xy if xi yi , i=1, 2, ..., n, both are additive
Macaulay posets [19, 3, 5]. In both cases the rank of x is ni=1 xi and the
Macaulay order O is lexicographic order: xOy if xi< yi for the smallest
integer i such that xi{ yi .
The cubical poset, consisting of the faces of an n-dimensional cube
partially ordered by setwise inclusion is another additive Macaulay poset
[18, 2, 11, 16].
A subset H of a poset is a k-family if it contains no k+1 elements
x0 , x1 , ..., xk satisfying x0/x1/ } } } /xk i.e., if it contains no chain of
k+1 elements. A 1-family is also called an antichain. If H is a finite subset
of P, the numbers pi=|H & Pi | i=0, 1, 2, ... are called its rank parameters,
and any finite sequence p0 , p1 , ..., pl is called its profile if it contains all the
positive rank parameters.
The object of this paper is to characterize the profiles of finite k-families
in additive Macaulay posets. Clements [4] and independently Daykin
et al. [15] characterized the profiles of antichains in S(k1 , k2 , ..., kn)
and S(1, 1, ..., 1) respectively. Then Daykin characterized the profiles of
k-families in S(1, 1, ..., 1) [14] and Clements [6, 7] verified that his results
go over to S(k1 , k2 , ..., kn).
We will be generalizing results in [9] which dealt only with S(k1, k2, ..., kn).
We begin, as in that paper, by showing that certain products of additive
Macaulay posets are also additive Macaulay posets (Th. 1) and then use
that result to generalize Daykin’s characterization of profiles in S(1, 1, ..., 1)
(Th. 2). We conclude with an application.
2. COPY POSETS
We derive from the additive Macaulay poset P the copy poset kP, which
is useful in dealing with k-families in P. For a positive integer k, kP denotes
the poset consisting of elements x=(i, p) where i is an integer, 1ik,
and p # P, and where (i, p)( j, q) if i= j and pq. We take the rank of
(i, p) to be the rank of p. (This is a slight abuse of terminology since kP,
strictly speaking, is not a ranked poset since it contains no unique ‘‘zero’’
element contained in all its elements. But if such an element is adjoined to
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kP, the result is a ranked poset, the rank of (i, p) being one more than the
rank of p. This distinction is of no consequence in what follows.)
We regard kP as k copies of P and refer to (kP) i=[x | x=(i, p), p # P]
as the i th copy, i=1, 2, ..., k. Note that the shadow of an element in the i th
copy of P is contained in the i th copy of P.
Theorem 1. If P is an additive Macaulay poset with finite ranks and
2Pl=Pl&1 if Pl{< and l1, then kP has the same properties.
Proof. That the ranks of kP are finite and shadows of ranks are preceding
ranks follows immediately from the corresponding properties of P.
We claim that defining (i, p)O ( j, q) if i< j or i= j and pOq gives a
Macaulay order on kP. In view of (3) shadows of initial segments in Pl are
initial segments in Pl&1. Then, since 2Pl=Pl&1 , it follows that if I is an
initial segment of (kP)l , then 2I is an initial segment of (kP)l&1 and (3)
thus holds in kP.
For any subset H of kP we will use H i to denote [x | x=(i, p), x # H ],
the part of H in the i th copy of P. We will use Hl to denote H & (kP)l and
will abbreviate (H i)l to H il .
Now let Hl denote any subset of (kP)l . To show that (2) holds or that
|2CHl ||2Hl | (4)
we proceed by induction on k. If k=1, kP is P and (4) holds by
hypothesis. Assuming now that (4) holds in 1P, 2P, ..., (k&1) P, we con-
sider kP. Let m1=|Hl&H kl | and m2=|H
k
l |. If m2=0, (4) follows by the
induction hypothesis. If m1=0, i.e. Hl(kP)kl , then since P is Macaulay
|2CHl |=|2F( |Hl | , (kP)kl |=|2F( |Hl |, Pl)||2H $l |=|2Hl |
where H $l =[(1, p) | (k, p) # Hl]. We henceforth assume that m1 and m2
are both positive and show that Hl can be replaced by CHl in several
non-shadow-increasing steps. First replace Hl=ki=1 H
i
l by S=
ki=1 F( |H
i
l |, (kP)
i
l). The shadow of S is only smaller than the shadow of
Hl since
|2S|= :
k
i=1
|2F( |H il)|, (kP)
i
l |
= :
k
i=1
|2F( |H il | , Pl)| :
k
i=1
|2H il |=|2Hl |. (5)
If S is just one segment, |2S|=|2CHl | and (4) follows from (5). We
henceforth assume that S consists of at least two segments and denote the
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last two of them by A=F( |H al |, (kP)
a
l) and B=F( |H
b
l | , (kP)
b
l) where
a<bk. If |A|+|B||Pl |, then by subadditivity in Pl ,
|2F( |A|+|B|, (kP)al)=|2F( |A|+|B|, Pl)|
|2F( |B|, Pl)|+|2F( |A|, Pl)|=|2(A _ B)|.
Thus replacing the last two segments in S by the single segment
F( |A|+|B|, (kP)al) does not increase the size of the shadow, and since the
resulting set does not intersect (kP)k, (4) follows by means of the induction
hypothesis.
If |A|+|B|>|Pl | , additivity can be used to show that replacing the last
|Pl |&|A| elements of B by (kP)al&H
a
l and then replacing the remaining
|A|+|B|&|Pl | elements of B by the first |A|+|B|&|Pl | elements of
(kP)a+1l replaces the two segments A and B with a single segment without
increasing the shadow. If a+1<k, the resulting alteration Gl of Hl does
not intersect (kP)k and (4) follows from the induction hypothesis.
If a+1=b=k, last elements of Gkl can be used to replace first elements
of (kP)1l&G
1
l , (kP)
2
l&G
2
l , ..., (kP)
k&2
l &G
k&2
l without increasing shadows
(because of additivity) until either Gkl is exhausted, in which case (4)
follows from the induction hypothesis, or Hl has been replaced by CHl
and (4) follows directly. Thus (kP) is Macaulay.
We now show that kP is additive. If a segment C consists of the m
elements of (kP)l starting with the ( j+1)st, then
|2newC |=|2F( j+m, (kP)l)|&|2F( j, (kP)l)|
= :
m
i=1
( |2F( j+i), (kP)l)|&|2F( j+i&1, (kP)l)| .
Thus showing that |2newI ||2newC | |2new F |, where I and F are respec-
tively the m-element initial and final segments of S, is equivalent to
showing that the sum of the first m terms in the sequence
[ |2F(i, (kP)l)|&|2F(i&1, (kP)l)|] |(kP)l|i=1 (6)
is not less than the sum of any m consecutive terms in the sequence and
that the sum of any m consecutive terms in the sequence is not less than
the sum of the final m terms in the sequence. Such a sequence is said to be
additive [13]. Since P is additive by hypothesis, the sequence
[ |2F(i, Pl)|&|2F(i&1, Pl)|] |Pl|i=1 (7)
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is additive. The sequence (6) is the juxtaposition of k of the additive
sequences (7) and as such is additive [13]. Thus kP is additive and the
proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Evidently the converse of this theorem also holds. This was pointed out
to the author by S. L. Bezrukov.
3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF PROFILES OF k-FAMILIES
Theorem 2. If P is an additive Macaulay poset and p=( p0 , p1 , ..., pR)
is a (R+1)-tuple of non-negative integers, then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) For i=0, 1, ..., R, pi|Pi | and Nik |Pi | where NR= pR and
NR& j= pR& j+|2F(NR& j+1 , (kP)R& j+1)|, j=1, 2, ..., R.
(ii) p is the profile of a k-family in P.
(iii) There exist k 1- families H(i ) in P with profiles pi=( pi0 , p
i
1 , ..., p
i
R),
i=0, 1, ..., (k&1) such that
pj= :
k&1
i=0
pij|Pj |, j=0, 1, ..., R.
Proof. Assuming that (i) holds we construct a canonical k-family H
with profile p. First suppose that k=1 and, without loss of generality, that
pR>0. We specify H by specifying its ranks. Take HR=F( pR , PR). Since
pR|PR|, this choice is possible. Having chosen HR&j , for j=0, 1, 2, ..., R
take
HR& j=F( pR& j , PR& j&2F(NR& j+1 , PR& j+1)). (8)
This choice is possible since pR& j|PR& j |&|2F(NR& j+1 PR& j+1)|
follows from the hypothesis that NR& j|PR& j |. H=Ri=0 Hi has profile p
by construction.
To show that H is a 1-family, it suffices, in view of (8) to show that
H

R& j+1=F(NR& j+1 , PR& j+1) for j=1, 2, ..., R, where H

is the downset of
H, i.e., [x | x # P, xh for some h # H ]. We have
H

R=HR=F( pR , PR)=F(NR , PR)
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and if H

R&i=F(NR&i , PR&i) for 0i<R&1, then
H

R&(i+1)=HR&(i+1) _ 2H

R&i
=F( pR&(i+1) , PR&(i+1)&2F(NR&i , PR&i))
_ 2F(NR&i , PR&i)
=F( pR&(i+1)+|2F(NR&i , PR&i)|, PR&(i+1))
=F(NR&(i+1) , PR&(i+1)).
Thus H is a 1-family (or antichain) in P.
If k is an integer greater than 1, then since kP is an additive Macaulay
poset (Theorem 1) with |(kP) i |=k |Pi |, it follows from what we have just
proved that p is the profile of an antichain in kP.
Let H denote the canonical antichain in kP with profile p as described
above, and consider the rank-preserving function f ((i, p))= p from kP to
P. This function is 11 on H since the elements of H are consecutive and
|Hl |= pl|Pl |, l=0, 1, ..., R. Thus f (H) is a subset of P with profile p.
Since Hi=[(i, p) | (i, p) # H ] is an antichain in kP, f (Hi) is an antichain
in P and f (H )=ki=1 f (H
i) is a k-family in Pa canonical k-family with
profile p.
Next suppose that (ii) holds, i.e. that p is the profile of a k-family H
in P. For h # H, let $(h) denote the largest number d for which there are
d distinct elements h1 , h2 , ..., hd in H such that h/h1/ } } } /hd . This
number was introduced by Daykin [12], who calls it the depth of h (in H ).
The sets H(i )=[h | $(h)=i] i=0, 1, ..., k&1 are antichains, since elements
at the same depth cannot be related, and serve to show that (iii) holds.
Finally, suppose that (iii) holds and let H=ki=1 H
i where Hi=
[(i, p) | p # H(i&1)], i=1, 2, ..., k. Since H(i ) is an antichain in P for
i=1, 2, ..., k, H is an antichain in kP with profile p0 , p1 , ..., pR , where for
j=0, 1, ..., R pj is k&1j=0 p
i
j which is |Pj | by hypothesis. Then |H

R|=
|HR|= pR=NR|PR|k |PR| and if |H

R& j+1|NR& j+1 for 1 jR
we have, since H is an antichain in kP,
pR& j |(kP)R& j |&|2H

R& j+1|k |PR& j |&|2F( |H

R& j+1|, PR& j+1)|
k |PR& j |&|2F(NR& j+1 , PR& j+1)|
or
NR& j= pR& j+|2F(NR& j+1, PR& j+1)|k |PR& j |.
Thus (i) holds and theorem 2 is proved.
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4. AN APPLICATIONARCS
We revisit a problem which P. Frankl [17] solved by ad hoc means and
get a somewhat nicer result. For a positive integer n, let (i, j ) denote the
arc on the unit circle that subtends the angle from 2?in radians to
2?(i+ j )n radians in the counterclockwise direction, i=1, 2, ..., n, j=
1, 2, ..., n&1 and let (0, 0) and (n, n) denote respectively the empty arc
and the complete arc, or unit circle. Let An denote the set of these arcs,
partially ordered by set-wise inclusion. An is a ranked poset, the rank of
(i, j ) being j.
It is not difficult to check that defining (i1 , j1)O (i2 , j2) if j1< j2 or
j1= j2 and i1<i2 gives a Macaulay order for An . Also, for 0<i<n,
the sequence [ |2F(r, (An) i)|&|2F(r&1, (An) i)|]nr=1 is the monotone
decreasing and therefore additive sequence 2, 1, 1, ..., 1, 0 so An is an
additive Macaulay poset and Theorem 2 applies.
In general, the posets kP can be arranged so as to make checking profiles
of k-families by means of Theorem 2 easy. We illustrate in the context of
checking 2-families in A4 . We abbreviate the elements (c, (i, j )) of 2A4
to cij.
We have written the elements of 2A4 by rank with Macaulay order
increasing from top to bottom and we have staggered the ranks so that if
x is the last element of an initial segment of rank j, then the shadow of that
segment is the initial segment of rank j&1 consisting of all elements not
lower than x (Fig. 1). For example, 2F(5, (2A4)2)=F(6, (2A4)1).
It is now easy to see that 1, 0, 2, 1, 0 is the profile of a 2-family in A4 ,
the corresponding canonical antichain in 2A4 being [113, 132, 142, 200]
and the corresponding canonical 2-family in A4 being [13, 32, 42, 00].
Similarly, 1, 1, 2, 1, 0 is not the profile of a 2-family since ‘‘there is insuf-
ficient room’’ in 2A4 for the corresponding canonical antichain.
The situation with An is simple enough so that an even more succinct
characterization for profiles is possible. Since (0, 0)p and p(n, n) for all
elements p of An there is a k-family with profile 1, p1 , ..., pn&1 , 1 or 0,
p1 , ..., pn&1 , 1 or 1, p1 , ..., pn&1 , 0 respectively if there is a (k&2)-family or
a (k&1)-family or a (k&1)-family with profile 0, p1 , ..., pn&1 , 0. We
henceforth consider only profiles with p0= pn=0.
Suppose 0, p1 , ..., pn&1 , 0 is the profile of a k-family in An and let
m=minpi>0 i and M=maxpi>0 i. If the last element y

of rank m in the
corresponding canonical antichain in kAn is in the cth copy of An ,
1ck, then since there are no elements of (kAn)M in the first M&1
rows of the kAn array and since there are (n&2) rows between the last
element in rank j of the i th copy of An and the first element of rank j of
the (i+1)st copy of An , 0<i<k, 0< j<n, it follows that y

is in row
row( y

)=M&1+(c&1)(n&2)+n&1i=1 pi . (If c<k, the k-family is also
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Fig. 1. 2A4 .
a c-family.) Each copy of An , as arrayed above, has 2(n&1) rows so the
last element x

of rank m in the c th copy is in row row(x

)=
2c(n&1)&(n&1&m). The inequality row(x

)row( y

) can be written as
M&m+n&1i=1 picn. Since ck, we have
M&m+ :
n&1
i=1
pikn. (9)
Conversely, if (9) fails to hold, there is ‘‘no room’’ in the kAn array for the
canonical antichain corresponding to 0, p1 , p2 , ..., pn&1 , 0 and therefore, in
view of Theorem 2, there is no k-family in An with profile 0, p1 , ..., pn&1 , 0.
We have thus established the following theorem, the k=1 case of which
was given by Frankl [17].
Theorem 3. 0, p1 , p2 , ..., pn&1 , 0 is the profile of a k-family in An if and
only if (9) holds, where m=minpi>0 i and M=maxpi>0 i.
It follows immediately from Theorem 3 that 0, 0, 2, 1, 0 is the profile of
a 1-family in A4 and therefore that 1, 0, 2, 1, 0 is the profile of a 2-family.
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Similarly, 1, 1, 2, 1, 0 is not the profile of a 2-family since 0, 1, 2, 1, 0 is not
the profile of a 1-family.
Note added in proof. 1. In a poset with maximum rank n, we will say that k-families can
be folded (about the middle rank) if whenever there exists a k-family with profile p0 , p1, ..., pn ,
there also exists a k family with profile p$0 , p$1, ..., p$n , where p$l=0 if l<n2, p$n2=pn if n is
even and p$l=pl+pn& l if l>n2. Daykin et al. [15] showed that 1-families can be folded in
S(1, 1, ..., 1)=Sn (n 1’s) and Clements [20], following their proof, showed that 1-families can
be folded in S(k1, k2 , ..., kn). In [14] Daykin conjectures that k-families can be folded in Sn .
Actually, it follows from Clements’ result [20] and Theorem 2 above that k-families can be
folded in S(k1, k2 , ..., kn). It is not true that k-families can be folded in any additive Macaulay
poset, e.g., the cubical poset.
2. The weight of a subset A of Sn is defined to be the sum of the ranks of its elements.
Let w(m, k) denote the minimal weight of an m-element k-family in Sn . A second conjecture
in [14] is that if w(m1+m2 , k1+k2)w(m1, k1)+w(m2 , k2), then there exists a m1 -element
k1-family A1 with weight w(m1, k1) and a m2-element k2-family with weight w(m2 , k2) such
that A1 & A2=03 . This is false. (The converse is obviously true.) In S5 , using Daykin’s results,
one finds 23=w(14, 2)<2w(7, 1)=26, but it is easy to check that any 7-element 1-family in
S5 of weight 13 has to contain at least 6 of the 10 elements of rank 2.
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